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An intro to SiPM Noise
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• SiPM noise is around 100 KHz
- Exact value depends on temperature and gain
- This is what vendors tell us. Sometimes vendors can be…optimistic

• With a 19ns RF bucket, that works out to a rate of 0.2% - which for these 
studies I will double to cover the signal (or in this case, noise) width

• That in turn works out to a mean of ~75 noise hits per event
- Data rate is dominated by noise.- but not overwhelmingly so

• How much of a problem is this?



A Typical Event 
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• This was shown at the LBNC last 
week; you saw it two weeks ago
- Thanks, Clarence!



A Typical Event Plus Noise
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• This has ~80 noise hits added

• Most are nowhere near the 
muon, but a few are close
- Calculations next slide

• …The stereo view doesn’t help
- It would if it were true 2D per plane
- Each plane looks like the combined 
vertical plane in the simulation



Calculations
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• A track with N hits has 2N+3 adjacent hits < 𝑛𝑛 ≻= 2𝑁𝑁+3
250

- This means 20% or so of tracks will have an ambiguous hit from noise
- They 0.4% is a critical number – more noise, more confusion (of course)

• In nearly all cases, adding a noise hit will not flip the charge
- Sagitta is roughly 2 counters wide, and most other hits have almost the 
maximum bend

• However, it may make small changes in the inferred track length



Algorithmic Implications
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• A muon may leave hits in adjacent counters
- Angle may not be not perfectly perpendicular
- Compton scattering can send energy into adjacent counters

• We may want to cluster hits

• The impact of noise on clusters is mitigated
- Instead of an entirely wrong hit, it widens the resolution 
function (in a known/knowable way)
- Naively, that suggests a high gain  but a high gain means 
more noise. Probably needs a study (Tufts and ANL have SiPMs)

Tracking guideline: 
it is almost always  
better to miss a 
good hit than to 
include a wrong 
one. 



Conclusions
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• Data rates are driven by noise: 2/3 or so of the hits are noise

• At 100 kHz, noise should only slightly damage tracks
- We probably don’t want a whole lot more noise than this, though

• There is a balance between gain and noise we want to consider carefully
- More gain, more noise, but the easier it is to distinguish a real hit from noise
- Similarly, we would like the temperature in the hall to be cool

• Noise rates come from vendors and may be optimistic
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